Pride Trailblazers

Boldly going where few have gone

**The Stonewall Riots**: A Documentary History by Marc Stein

**Baldwin**: Collected Essays by James Baldwin

**The Selected Works of Audre Lorde**: Edited and with an Introduction by Royanne Gay

**Queer There and Everywhere**: 23 People Who Changed the World by Sarah Prager

**The Children of Harvey Milk**: How LGBTQ Politicians Changed the World by Andrew Reynolds

**Lorraine Hansberry**: The Life Behind A Raisin in the Sun by Charles J. Shields

**The Man Who Knew Too Much**: Alan Turing and the Invention of the Computer by David Leavitt

**All the Flowers Kneeling**: Paul Tran

**Love That Story**: Jonathan Van Ness

**The Hidden Case of Ewan Forbes and the Unwritten History of the Trans Experience**: Zoe Playdon

**Broken Horses**: Brandi Carlile

**Burn the Page**: Danica Roem